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known as the Mercantile System, and we have long been
accustomed to take our interpretation of it from The Wealth
of Nations : indeed, there are not wanting credulous disciples
at the present day who attribute the overthrow of Mercan-
tilism to the teachings of this work. Adam Smith was
unquestionably a great intellectual force, but as in the case
of other outstanding figures the real nature and extent of
his influence have been obscured by legendary accretions
and by the repetition of well-worn cliches. On many
fundamental points the current notions need to be modified
—more especially, mercantilist opinion on money ; the
adoption of free trade ; and the movement towards industrial
laissez-faire.
The Mercantile System is defined by The Oxford English
lion of the Dictionary as " a term used by Adam Smith and later
political economists for the system of economic doctrine
and legislative policy based on the principle that money
alone constituted wealth". John Stuart Mill wrote:
under the Mercantile System " it was assumed . , . that
wealth consisted solely of money". Nothing has done
more to discredit Mercantilism than the unquestioning
acceptance of the interpretation placed upon it by these
two economists whose writings formed the economic bible
of many generations of Englishmen x. For many decades
1 Mr J. Viner seeks to revive the exploded theory that the Mercan-
tilists " believed, momentarily at least, that all goods other than money
were worthless " (Studies in the Theory of International Trade, 1937, pp.
16-17). No fresh arguments are adduced in support of the conventional
view, nor is their absence compensated for by a certain virerffavos attitude.
A somewhat inattentive study of my text has led him to overlook the fact
that the citations designed to show that money was not identified with
wealth are not confined to ' writers after 1690 ' (cp. infra, vol. iii. 63). Mr
Viner's own treatment of the subject is not free from inconsistencies. Mun
is impartially cited as " guilty of the confusion between mere money and
wealth ", but also as one " who had a broad concept of wealth " (op. cit.
17, 20). Roger Coke is included among those who " reveal confusion"
between money and wealth (op. cit. 18), although he denned money as
" that by which all commodities are valued " and as "of no other use ",
and declared that " if we did too much abound in money this would be of
ill consequence " (infra, vol. iii. 64). Mr Viner further errs in thinking that
" the Mercantilists did not have in mind the possibility that a country may
make investments abroad or may borrow from abroad " (op. cit. 16). A
great many of the mercantilist writers were business men, and they were
well aware of the extensive borrowings from the Dutch and of English
investments abroad (infra, vol. iii. 212-214, 225). (This is also overlooked
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